MOURNE RAMBLERS NEWSLETTER
November 2017
A message from the Editor
Welcome to the latest edition of the Mourne Rambling Group
newsletter. In this issue I hope you will find articles and items of
interest to you including:
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THANK YOU
DONEGAL TRIP AUGUST 2017
SIX ON TOUR
IRISH RAMBLERS’ VISIT TO MOURNES
AGM 2017 SECRETARY’S REPORT
AGM 2017 TREASURER’S INCOME & EXPENDITURE
REPORT
COMMITTEE MEMBERS 2018 – ROLES &
RESPONSIBILITIES
LYME’S DISEASE – LOOK AFTER YOURSELF
NOTICEBOARD
LIST OF PAID–UP MEMBERS 2018
MEMBERSHIP 2018 RENEWAL FORM

Vincent Trainor, Editor

New members since the last newsletter (July 2017)
(up-to-date as at 30 November 2017)
Donna Webb, Michael Power, Christina Gibson,
Gillian McClelland, Michael McClelland, Joseph Agnew
We are delighted to welcome these 6 new members since July
2017. This makes a total of 28 new members this year.
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THANK YOU
Since the last newsletter, there have been quite a few events organised by members
for the group. We would like to offer our thanks on behalf of everyone for the
following:


Navigation Training (18 November). Joe McKnight made all the
arrangements for a follow-up Navigation Training session on 18 November
Many thanks to Joe for his efforts.



Donegal (August). This trip to Donegal was organised by Peter McGowan
for a C group. A special thanks to Peter for doing the organising and leading.
Thanks also to Fionnuala Carragher for the report on the trip (article below).

Donegal, August 2017
The Bank holiday weekend at the end of August was the time chosen for Ramblers’
away trip to County Donegal.
The aim was to gain hill walking experience in the Donegal Highlands and specially
to climb Errigal, the highest mountain in County Donegal. [height 752 m]
By the Friday evening all our party, a total of eight ramblers, had arrived in the
village of Bunbeg; our leader, Peter and Mourne ramblers, Norman and Kingsley,
Noel, Dermot, Joan, Anna and Fionnuala. Accommodation was in the hospitable and
spacious ‘Teach Campbell’ close to several excellent pubs and restaurants.
Following an evening group discussion, it was decided to tackle Errigal on the
Saturday morning as the weather forecast promised good weather.
So, on Saturday morning, taking two cars, we set off for Errigal; we drove past the
busy, modern access carpark on the R 251 and a short distance further on parked by
the roadside at the old Altan farm gate entrance. The day was cool and clear with
some cloud cover and little wind.
Peter’s chosen route took in a longer scenic route to Errigal; we crossed over
farmland following a wide boggy farm path, then uphill to a low stony ridge
overlooking the beautiful Altan Lough.
At this spot, we paused to allow time to admire views of Lough and mountain.
Directly below us were the calm, blue waters of Altan Lough and by its upper shore
an isolated, abandoned, old landlord built stone tower.
To our left, dominating the landscape was the imposing conical form of Errigal. From
our viewpoint a most striking sight was to see along the dark mountain side the steady
movement of tiny outlined figures going up and down the slopes of Errigal.
Our route then led away from the ridge and uphill over the grassy and light boggy
terrain of Mackoght which lead to the lower shoulder of Errigal where we joined the
well-worn summit path.
This summit path is remarkably stony and narrow with long stretches of loose scree,
sheer sides and ever upwards, punishing gradients and yet it is obviously popular with
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‘one and all’. Although past noon we still passed a variety of walkers, parents with
their teenage children, lightly clad day trippers, walkers with their dogs and hill
walkers with their back packs.
However, by the time we reached the summit [eventually, after a hard, steep climb]
the Ramblers found that we had the narrow twin summits of Errigal all to ourselves
…and it was worth the climb. We rested, time for a quick break, smiles, the taking of
photographs, a brave few walked out to the second summit and everyone appreciated
the grandeur of this great mountain. Most memorable was the feeling of perilous
height upon a narrow, mountain top with sheer slopes below us. Looking below we
could glimpse, from above, a pair of ravens circling in the half mist. Of course, the
views of the Donegal landscape were panoramic; coastline, islands, mountains,
loughs, bogs, houses and fields.
Our descent was by the narrow scree path to the carpark; this required a slow steady
pace with care taken on the final lower section over mucky, torn up ground just before
reaching the welcome firmness of the carpark. From there it was a short walk back to
our cars, then back to Bunbeg and a well-earned rest and dinner.
The weather on Sunday morning was dull and rainy and Peter suggested an easier
ridge horseshoe walk for the group in the lower end of the Derryveagh mountain
range, hopefully with views over into Glenveagh National Park.
We drove towards Dunlewey crossing the causeway bridge between Dunlewey Lough
and Nacung Lough. Our starting point was close by as we parked by a small roadside
layby beside a mountain stream. Starting in the drizzly rain we followed the stream
uphill over deep, sodden, boggy ground and bearing right up to more hilly terrain. But
the weather did not improve, conditions were poor, windy and driving rain and rugged
ground with no discernible tracks. Constant navigation by Peter was required as the
mist had settled allowing few longer distance views although the next hill was always
just in front of us, in the mist. We kept going, stopping briefly for lunch but did not
delay due to the nuisance of midges…. ‘Midge Central’ was the nickname given to
our lunch spot.
Then onwards to the next hill and to the end summit where a stream indicated our
way down. Our descent was slow as the ground was awash with rain, mucky and
slippery but we continued down into clearer visibility. Lower down we paused by a
truly lovely mountain lough, its sandy shore, far sides edged by misty mountain
slopes.
But although we had distant views of Dunlewey Lough and Errigal clearly in sight the
going underfoot got worse not better. From the lough side we climbed up to a broad
boggy plateau as our route lay across this expanse of bog, down towards a lower
stream crossing then a slight grassy slope and back onto the road.
Well, I now know why the ‘bogs of Ireland’, let alone the bogs of Donegal, have on
occasion a horrible reputation in the history books…bad enough to ‘bog down’ an
invading army let alone an ordinary hill walker. Our traverse over the bog which a
casual look suggested a timeline of about 30-40 minutes was to take well over an hour
[plus]. It was still raining. The surface texture of the bog was one of mini peaks hags
which necessitated careful footing …meaning constant up and over of peat hags,
jumping from one to the other and detours around bog pools. Memorable experience.
But we all made it safely down, my thanks to Peter for his navigation skills and
patience.
Monday was our final day in Donegal, then the long journey home.
A shorter walk was agreed upon so in convoy we followed the Wild Atlantic Way
along the coast up to the Bloody Foreland. We parked in a school lay by and walked
the road until we came to a well- established farm - bog track which led up towards
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the grassy slopes of the Foreland. Leaving the bog- path we headed straight up the hill
as the day was bright and breezy and the going was straightforward. The Foreland
has a broad rounded summit with a large stone cairn where we stopped to take in the
clear views of the ocean, coastline and islands. Most of the group then explored the
lower part of the Foreland and then we returned the way by which we had come back
to our cars. Farewells were said and we all headed home with lasting memories of
Donegal.
My sincere thanks to Peter for organising this away trip to Donegal and for his
leadership and navigational skills often in difficult conditions. Not least my thanks to
all members of the group, Peter, Norman, Kingsley, Noel, Dermot, Joan and Anna for
help and company on the walks and during our enjoyable ‘get together’ evening
meals. See you on the hills.
Fionnuala Carragher

Six on Tour
When Pam Quiery asked me in mid-2016 whether I wanted to do the Tour de Mont
Blanc (TMB) in 2017 and told me that her intention was that we all carry all our stuff
around and sleep in large dormitories, my answer was I haven’t done anything like
that for 5 decades. Nevertheless she was able to convince Joe McKnight, Annemarie
Keown, Ellen Greaney, Marie Hoeritzauer and myself to pick up the challenge (and
the heavy rucksack) and do it. So we started on 1 September on the 170 km long tour
from France, through Italy and Switzerland and back into France, which also involves
about 10,000 m climbing. We had planned to walk the TMB in 11 days leaving 2
reserve days in case of bad weather. The start was good but overshadowed by worries
over accommodation as at the same time there was the start of the Ultimate Tour
which sees runners doing the same tour as we intended in 11 days running it in about
20 hours, running through the night with head torches over rather narrow mountain
paths. However, luckily the groupies and support teams all had other accommodation
booked so we had no trouble. When we started in Les Houches the weather was
overcast with low cloud, a little different from what we had hoped for and it got worse
as indeed the second day we walked in a blizzard into Italy over de Col de Croix de
Bonhomme. Then followed some great days walking as the Italian section of the
TMB opens up vistas on the Mount Blanc massif with the glaciers that are
unsurpassed. On day 4 we missed a turn off and decided unwisely to make our own
Mourne Ramblers alternative route over Mount Chetif close to Courmayeur (see
photo). We approached it from the back so did not see what we were in for.
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Well, we ended up walking 23 km climbing 1900 meters and having one of the
scariest descends with precipitous falls, overhangs and via ferrata. We survived but
decided to stick to the path after that. We stopped a day in Courmayeur to take the
Skytrain to 3800 m and the 5 km gondola ride to Aigle du Midi. Blue sky and
unsurpassed views of the glaciers under Mont Blanc and views of the top.
From then we had no further stops, we ran into large groups of Chinese, Americans
and charity walkers who competed for hut accommodation. We had a few narrow
escapes in terms of finding somewhere to sleep but we managed. Definitely book in
advance if you want to do this. We walked out of Italy in to the Swiss section (3 days)
over Col du Grand Ferret. The Swiss section is less spectacular and provides more
gentle alpine meadow terrain except for the last days when it went higher (and rainier)
again. We then climbed back into France over the Col de Balme, which has a
memorable hut run by two (at least) octogenarians who had not changed the interior
(and the paint on the walls) for about 50 years. Service was slow. By this time we
decided to get off the circuit of major stoop over places and stayed in less popular
huts. Our last memorable adventure occurred when we all had braved the via ferrata
and the ladders to get to the hut at Lac Blanc where we had intended to possibly stay
two nights. The hut is at 2352 m and no heating and ice cold. We sat with our duvet
around the knees and drank glue wine to stay warm. All went to bed with everything
we had to stay warm. Breakfast was the worst ever and to add to the misery, snow fell
during the night obliterating the markers on the path. Luckily we were guided out and
down by a local guide who knew the route so that all those who had stayed in the hut
followed him down in a long chain of people. Anyway we walked out of the snow
until we could take a chairlift down into Chamonix for a night in a comfortable hotel.
Next day was our last day of walking over le Brevent Mountain. Spectacular
“balcony” walking with super views on the Aigle du Midi and the glaciers and Mont
Blanc but a steep and occasionally scary descend from 2500 m to 1000m into Les
Houches where we had started 13 days earlier (see photo).
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All in all we all learned a lot (about ourselves and also about each other), we had a
spectacular walk, enjoyed it and were still on very good terms at the end. Would I do
it again? Probably not after doing it, as it was occasionally too busy with other
walkers for my liking. It is a once in a life-time thing to do. Was carrying your own
stuff heavy. I think all of us found that easier than we had expected. The walking was
challenging on occasion, some of the climbs were tiring, but the huts and dormitories
were more pleasant then I had anticipated. So may be after all Alta Via here I come.
Bert Rima

Irish Ramblers’ Visit to Mournes
(A group from the Dublin-based Irish Ramblers made a visit to the Mournes during
the last weekend in October. They joined the Mourne Ramblers for the weekend.
The report below is written for their newsletter by Seamus Moriarty who walked
both days. Seamus is happy for us to reproduce his article below).
With Brexit fast coming down the rails a group of Ramblers may have done a small
bit to ameliorate its effects and enhance co-operation north and south when visiting
the Mournes for the Hallowe’en weekend. Organised by Commander-in-Chief, Mary
Conlon, and ably assisted by her Aide-de-Camp, Jonas Brandt, we linked up with our
Mourne Rambler colleagues for two days of walking that proved an excellent taster
for a mountain range that is not much further from Dublin than the Glen of Imaal.
The Mournes have the added advantage, if our two days is representative of the
whole area, of having considerably less squelching bog than is the norm over much
of Wicklow and further afield down south. Avoiding the more commercialised
Newcastle and the tourist route up Donard, we based ourselves in the fishing village
of Kilkeel and its only hotel, the perfectly adequate Kilmorey Arms in the town
centre.
Vincent Trainer of the Mourne Ramblers was with us for dinner on Friday night and
his colleague Wilfred Green led our walk on Saturday. It started from Lough
Shannagh track via the Mourne Wall to Lough Shannagh and the 594m Doan
mountain to the east of the lake. While fortunately we had no rain, there was thick
fog above 300m and negligible visibility. The forecast had been for moderate winds
but on Doan the wind was strong and, combined with the fog, the mountain would
have been impossible to negotiate without the experienced guidance of Wilfred.
From the beginning to the end of the walk he, and his colleague Jim Logan, could
not have been more welcoming and helpful to our group. It was maddening for us to
hear from them however that Doan was in the central Mournes with wrap-around
views of all the main peaks of the region. However, we did get back to base
perfectly dry.
Sunday by contrast was as ideal for autumn walking as can be imagined – sunshine
all day, no wind and the Mournes looking their pristine best. We joined up with the
Mourne Ramblers on their standard Sunday climb with a choice of two walks from
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Yellow Water Picnic site. The walks were led by Andrew McKibbin and Raymond
Gray and to a man and woman they went out of their way to accommodate us. This
time we climbed north-east to the 400m Rocky Mountain and returned via
Tornamrock and Pierce’s Castle. Most of our group joined a walk that would be a
Rambler Sunday Grade 3 and the faster one most likely a 3+.
At the end of the climbing Mary advised the Mourne Ramblers that they would
always be welcome to join up with us in Wicklow and the group that went north
would ask that if any Mourne Ramblers identify themselves to us that we give them
a Ramblers’ Céad Míle Fáilte. They certainly deserve no less.
Seamus Moriarty

(Photos courtesy of Gerry Monnelly)
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Great weekend all round
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MOURNE RAMBLING GROUP
Secretary’s Report 2016/17
The Committee met on 4 occasions following the AGM in October 2016.
The key items of business were:
1. Finance: the committee is given up-to-date finance information via printouts
provided by the Treasurer. As you can see from the Treasurer’s Report club
funds remain in a healthy state.
The club’s links with Walking in your Community (WIYC) continue to develop
with numbers attending our walks being relayed to them to help their
organisation promote regular walking as a healthy and enjoyable exercise. As
a thank you WIYC gave the MRG vouchers which have been spent on first aid
kits – all leaders have been or will be given a handy first aid kit for use on the
hills.
2. Organising the Programme of Walks and other club activities: This is always
the most time consuming item of business at our first committee meeting in
November – it is important that we get it right. As always, the club depends
greatly on the willingness of experienced members being prepared to lead
walks and to provide help/training if necessary to members taking on this
role for the first time. The programme continues in similar vein to previous
years – it is encouraging to report that more “A” walks have been offered this
year and that the “D” walks have increased in popularity. The committee
sincerely thanks our walking leaders – a role both challenging and rewarding.
As in previous years our programme included a Christmas Dinner, star trek,
slide show, picnic and away trips to Dingle and Donegal – all of these
activities were greatly enjoyed by many of our members. For a second year
we were involved in the “Come walk with us” (WIYC) activity when 6 new
walkers enjoyed a “D” type walk over Luke’s Mountain – then, joining us at
our picnic afterwards. To write this takes only a few words on paper –
however, these activities involve much thoughtful work by many people –
thanks to every one of them for using their talents on behalf of our club.
3. Website and Facebook: Both form an important role – encouraging and
informing members and others interested in hillwalking. Some photos are
usually taken on walks and these may feature on Facebook within a few days.
Most enquiries about joining the MRG now follow photo “posts” which may
reach several hundred interested viewers following weekend walks.
4. Training: 10 of our members attended the UFRC’s Spring Gathering which
provided training sessions in first aid, mountain rescue, map reading, use of
new navigational technologies and geocaching.
In April a navigation course was held in Meelmore Lodge and on the adjacent
mountain slopes. Leaders came from within the MRG – in total 16 people
took part in small groups – this allowed plenty of time to develop and
improve map reading skills. As we all know practice and confidence play an
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important part in mountain navigation – so the club has organised a follow
up day in October.
5. Communication: Throughout the year the club has continued to grow –
numbers now stand at 128 compared with 113 in September 2016. We
believe we are a welcoming club – approachable, willing to listen and
prepared to give constructive advice. Years ago new members usually heard
about us via word of mouth conversations with hillwalking friends – today,
“news” of our existence often comes to peoples’ notice as they view
Facebook or troll the internet. Our “Welcome Walk” today is an example of
this – we have invited 12 new walkers to taste the delights of hillwalking.
We mustn’t forget our Newsletter which goes out regularly – news of walking
miles with lots of smiles.
6. UFRC: our club’s links with the UFRC goes back many years. We have
currently 4 members on the UFRC Executive Committee. Apart from
representing the MRG and contributing general hillwalking views and advice
our members are actively involved with shop discounts, insurance and
training. The Federation keeps a close eye on issues of relevance to
hillwalkers and gets involved if necessary. A recent example of this is its
objection (seeking a Judical Review) to the development of a wind farm at
Ballykeel in the Antrim Plateau.
7. Mourne Heritage Trust/ Mourne Outdoor Recreational Forum: We are all
aware of the relevance of these two bodies and are thankful that a MRG
member attends their meetings and feeds back information to the club’s
committee eg. dealing with heath land fires.
8. Other matters:
The club has liaised with Steve Brook (Forest Ranger) over several matters
including possible new walks/signage in the Rostrevor area.
MRG fliers continue to be distributed in locations such as Meelmore Lodge.
Following restoration work on the Mourne Wall we have contacted MHT to
ask again about the erection of a stile in a suitable location. In 2012 we first
suggested financing a stile – MHT was contacted – hopefully this time we can
make a constructive contribution which will protect the Wall and benefit
both landowners and walkers.
So, looking back it has been another year of rewarding and enjoyable walks in
the hills – with lots of shared experiences and happy memories. The club
continues to grow and evolve – and we look forward to celebrating our 50th
anniversary in 2019.
George Acheson.
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MOURNE RAMBLING GROUP INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT

YEAR ENDING 30 SEPTEMBER 2017

INCOME
SUBSCRIPTIONS
2017
DONATIONS
PARKING
ATTICALL
BANK INTEREST
(NATIONWIDE)

TOTAL INCOME
(A)
OPERATING
SURPLUS/DEFICIT
(A – B)
CASH BALANCE
OPENING CASH
BALANCE
SURPLUS FOR
YEAR
CLOSING CASH
BALANCE

2016
2017
EXPENDITURE
£
£
2836.00 2655.00 TRAINING

2017
£
174.99

2016
£
164.00

23.00 BANK FEES (FIRST
TRUST)
NEWSLETTERS

68.50

66.30

84.50

68.31

89.00

101.00

-1.00
81.00
5.62

9.10 PROGRAMMES

UFRC AFFILIATION
363.00 339.00
INSURANCE
242.00 226.00
MOURNE RESCUE
256.00 242.00
TEAM
N W MOUNTAIN
121.00 113.00
RESCUE
CHARITABLE
10.00
10.00
DONATIONS
WEBSITE
13.18
47.94
TREASURER
33.62
53.85
EXPENSES
NI SPORT (AGM)
256.00 291.00
PICNIC
96.00
133.72
CHRISTMAS MEAL
134.35 168.40
MEMBER TAGS
74.90
191.00
FLIERS/EMERGENCY 190.00
71.00
TAGS
MISCELLANEOUS
1.50
150.15
2921.62 2687.10 TOTAL
2566.00 2079.21
EXPENDITURE (B)
355.62

607.89

4021.45 3413.56
355.62

607.89

4377.07 4021.45
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Committee Members 2018 Roles and Responsibilities

Peter McGowan

Chairperson

George Acheson

Minutes Secretary, UFRC Representative

Vincent Trainor

Treasurer, Email Link Officer, Newsletter Editor

Derek Stewart

A Group Representative, Leader Co-ordinator

Joe McKnight
Representative

B Group Representative, Training, UFRC

Bert Rima

B Group Representative, Leader Co-ordinator

Victor Knox

B Group Representative, UFRC Representative

Ray Gray

C Group Representative, Membership Officer,
Environmental Issues Officer

Fionnuala Carragher

C Group Representative, Leader Co-ordinator,
Membership Officer, Mourne Heritage Trust / MORF
Link Officer

Rennie Gribbin

C Group Representative

Trevor Russell

D Group Representative, Leader Co-ordinator

Harry Goodman
Organiser

D Group Representative, AGM & Special Events

Ex-officio Committee Officers
Robert Roulston

Web Manager

Maggie Pridgen

Facebook Manager

Cecilia Sochor

AGM & Special Events Organiser
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LYME’S DISEASE – KNOW HOW TO LOOK AFTER
YOURSELF
Some of you may have watched BBC’s Countryfile programme recently
which had a feature on Lyme’s disease. This is a nasty disease that can
result from a tick bite – a little insect anyone who spends time out of
doors may come across. I will not go into the details here (you can get
more information online) but rather encourage everyone to check for
ticks when they return from a walk – and, if a tick is discovered to
remove it properly to avoid infection. Bearing this in mind the committee
has decided to buy a number of tick removal cards and give them to
members. The card is easy to use and should be kept somewhere handy
such as your first aid kit. If you would like a tick removal card please
speak with George.
The cards will be paid for from a ‘thank you’ voucher from Walking In
Your Community.
George Acheson

NOTICEBOARD


The programmes for 2018 will be ready around mid-December and we intend
to distribute them to everyone in good time for the start of the new year. Each
member will receive two copies. We also hope to provide an extra copy by
email to all members with email. We hope to have UFRC cards for 2018 to
send out with the programmes to all members who have renewed membership.
We intend to continue with the provision of membership tags for paid-up
members. Hopefully, they will be distributed also in good time for the start of
2018.



Membership renewal becomes due on 01 January 2018. Quite a few members
have already renewed (thank you) and a list of paid up members for 2018 is
included. An e-mail will be sent out next week requesting renewal from
everyone else. If you wish to send your renewal now, for your convenience a
Renewal Form can be found at the end of this newsletter. If you have decided
not to renew your membership the Treasurer would like to be informed.
The next issue of the club Newsletter will be in February 2018.
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MEMBERS 2018
The list below contains the names of all members who have paid for 2018 (up to and
including 29 November 2017). Please check to see that your name is on the list. If
your name ought to be on the list and has been omitted, please accept our apologies.
Please contact the Treasurer on 078 3512 8564 for clarification.
(80)
Acheson,
Agnew,
Carragher,
Carragher,
Cauley,
Coyle,
Dean,
Doran,
Fawcett,
Forsythe,
Gibson,
Gilmore,
Goodman,
Greaney,
Green,
Green,
Gribbin,
Gunn,
Hoeritzauer,
Hughes,
Hughes,
Hughes,
Hussain,
Keown,
Knox,
MacDermott,
Magowan,
Magowan,

George
Joseph
Anna
Fionnuala
Irene
Loretto
Liam
Marie
Laura
Anthony
Christina
Seamus
Harry
Ellen
Doreen
Wilfred
Reynold
Philip
Marie
Seamus
Teresa
Thomas
Rafia
Ann
Victor
Dermot
Reg
Rodney

Magowan,
Marshall,
McCauley,
McCavera,
McClelland,
McClelland,
McComish,
McCreery,
McGinley,
McGivern,
McGowan,
McKenna,
McKenna,
McKnight,
McLean,
McMahon,
McParland,
Moore,
Moore,
Muller,
Murphy,
Murray,
Newell,
O'Connor,
O'Connor,
Oldfield,
Overend,
Papafio,

Terry
Robert
Gabriel
Dora
Gillian
Michael
Domnall
Gordon
Mark
John
Peter
Gerry
Vincent
Joseph
Bernard
Hilja
Alice
Anne
Bernie
Janet
Shelagh
Kevin
Sarah
Damian
Nuala
David
Martin
Nancy

Patton,
Pridgen,
Quiery,
Quinn,
Reid,
Rice,
Rima,
Russell,
Scott,
Shields,
Sloan,
Smyth,
Smyth,
Sochor,
Stuart,
Taylor,
Taylor,
Templeton,
Thompson,
Trainor,
Tumilty,
Tweed,
Wales,
Webb,

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 2018
David Reid, Anne Trainor
HONORARY MEMBER

Christina Mackle, President
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Norman
Maggie
Pamela
Carmel
Ken
Noel
Bert
Trevor
Barry
Jonathan
Elizabeth
Hazel
Raymond
Cecilia
Ian
John
Toni
Helen
Kingsley
Vincent
Pat
John
Jackie
Donna

Membership Renewal Form (January 2018)
Name(s):

____________________________________________________

Address:

(Only include if amendments are required)
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Postcode

________________________________

Phone No:

____________________________________________________

Mobile No:

_____________________________________________________

Email address if available: (for receipt of newsletters and information from the
committee)
Please let us have the email address where you wish to be contacted.
________________________________________________________

Please tick as appropriate:

□ Full Membership at £22 per year (or part of year)
□ Associate Membership (non-walking member) at £5 per year (or part of year)
Return to:
Vincent Trainor, 34 Grahamville Estate, Kilkeel, Co Down, BT34 4DD
(Cheques made payable to Mourne Rambling Group. Please do not send cash in
the post.)
We acknowledge that a fair number of our members now conduct their financial
affairs electronically. With this in mind the committee has decided to offer
members the opportunity to pay their annual subscription by internet banking.
Should you wish to avail of this option please e-mail Vincent at
trainorvj@yahoo.co.uk and he will be more than happy to forward details of the
group’s bank details.
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